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Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]5 years ago 131 comments LiveWallEnabler – Enable Live Wallpapers Anime Theme &amp; Custom Dynamic Backgrounds is a free trial software application from the Subcategory Reference Tools, part of the Education category. The app is now available in
English and was last updated on 2016-09-04. The program can be installed on iOS. LiveWallEnabler – Enable live wallpapers Hosted Theme &amp; Custom Dynamic Backgrounds (version 1.0) has a file size of 9.12 MB and is available for download from our website. Just click on the green
download button above to start. Until now the program has been downloaded 5253 times. We already check that the download link must be safe, however for your own protection we recommend you scan the downloaded software with your antivirus. Publisher Hoang Van Tien Release Date
2016-09-04 English Language Categories Subsidized Education Tool Reference Record Size 9.12 MB Downloads 5253 Free Trial License Mode Cost $1.99 Here you can get changes to LiveWallEnabler – Enable Live wallpapers Live Animated Theme &amp; Custom Backgrounds dynamic
since it was posted on our website on 2016-12-27. The latest version is 1.0 and was updated on soft112.com 2018-03-28. See below the changes in each version: the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus had two dynamic options and Always images set as wallpapers. Now, with the launch of
iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus, Apple has added one more option to the referred list as Live Wallpapers. The latest iPhones also come with nine preloaded live wallpapers. There is an option named as 'Live Picture' where you can take an image along with a recording of 1.5 seconds before
and after taking the image. How to get iPhone 6s like Live Pictures on any iPhone Not hard press on the image, the pictures turn in a three seconds video. This 'Live Photos' option is only available on the latest iPhone 6s and 6s Plus and by jailbreaking, the earlier iPhone users can also get
this feature. For iPhone 6s and 6s Plus: Open the 'Settings' and tap on 'Wallpapers' and once again tap on the 'Choose a new Wallpaper.'Here you can find the option Live together with Dynamic and Always, choose Live option to set one of the nine live default wallpapers. To put the
captured Live Photo as Wallpaper Live, open the select Live Photo and tap on Share button. Slide the bottom option to the left until you find the options named as 'Use as Wallpaper'. Tap on this option and choose to set as lock screen wallpaper or for both lock screen and home screen
wallpapers. How to Jailbreak iOS devices 9 in just 2 minutes For iPhone 6, 6Plus, 5, 5c, 5, and 4s: 'Live Photos' and 'Live Wallpapers' features are not available on the iPhone 6 and earlier devices. You can find these features by installing them in Sidia and making this device you need to be
jailbreaked. Once it is jailbreaked, Open Sidia and go to the 'Source' option and tap on 'Edit' and then on 'Add.' Add this link in the popped out menu and click 'Add Source.' The primary source of the LiveWallEnabler app will be listed in the Source option. It will be listed as 46&amp;2 Beta
Repositive, tap on it and then search and tap on the 'LiveWallEnabler.' Install the app by typing on installing the options available on the upper right. To find the custom iPhone 6s such as Live Wallpapers, search and install the iFile app in the 'Search' option of Sidya. Download the source
file of all the nine live wallpapers from the mentioned links (iPhone 6 Plus |iPhone 6 and others). To complete the next process, your iPhone and the computer should connect to the same Wi-Fi connection. Open earlier installed iFile app and tap on globe icon set at the bottom of the app to
connect to the computer. Now open the link provided in the iFile app in the computer browser. Select and upload the downloaded file 'Live Wallpaper' file (.deb) source. How to get 3D Touch 'Quick Action' on all iPhones after finishing the upload, select 'Done' and then go to the root folder
where the file is uploaded and tap on it. Installing the default Live Wallpapers by hitting on 'Installer' and hose on 'Do' after finishing the installation. Now the iPhone 6s like Live Wallpaper features will be available on any iPhone starting iPhone 4s iPhone 6. To put 'Live Wallpaper' on iPhone
6 and earlier devices, follow the earlier procedure mentioned for placing on iPhone 6s and 6s Plus. We tried the above procedure - mentioned on jailbreaked iPhone 6 running on iOS 9.0.2 and if you're facing any issues on other iPhones then comment down (or tweet us @PhoneRadarBlog)
and we feel happy to help in getting Live Wallpaper feature on your iPhone. Jun 4, 2014 221 46 Norway Ever wanted the live wallpapers included by Apple on iPhone 6s/6s + on your iDevice? Now you can! Keep in mind this tweak won't work on iOS 8, only iOS 9! PS! This tutorial is not
done by me, I will connect the original website with the guide at the bottom of this thread. I just passed the word around as there was a huge request from people to be able to do that. Things You'll Need: iFile (Need for the installation of the live wallpapers) Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
etc. (Any browser that is not Safari and supports Mega) How-to-Guide: 1. If you haven't installed LiveWallEnabler yet, do so now. Launch Sidia on your iPhone and select Source &gt; Edit &gt;, and enter the following: repo.fortysixandtwo.com. You should now be able to find and install the
tweak from the Search tab. Tap Restart Springboard when it does install. PS. This tweak doesn't include the wallpapers themselves, this tweak only reveals the live folder under Settings -&gt; Wallpapers. 2. On your computer, download one of the two packages to .deb linked below. Note:
These files include 6s Live wallpapers in two resolutions – one for the iPhone 6s and the other for the bigger screen in the 6s Plus. If you have an iPhone 6 or an older model with an even smaller screen, the first package should give you the best results. iPhone 6s Live Wallpapers (Mega
Link) iPhone 6s + Live Wallpapers (Mega Link) 3. While wallpapers are downloaded on your computer, open up iFile and click the globe (web server) of the bottom row buttons. 4. You will find two types of address showing up, the 1st will show you the IP address that you can type in and the
2nd will give you a address related to the name you gave your iPhone. i.e., . Type this address in your browser.5. Once the system files from iFile show up in your browser, click Select a File at the bottom left of your screen and select the .deb file you downloaded, then click Upload. 6. Once
the file is uploaded, click Done on your iPhone. Go back to Root which is/ and press on the file you just uploaded then select Install. 7. Once the installer is done, go to Settings -&gt; Wallpaper – Choose a new wallpaper -&gt; Live and now you should be able to choose any of the live
wallpapers that Apple included with 6s &amp;amp; 6s+. 8. To get the movement effect on the lock screen, tap and hold on the clock &gt; date in case you did not read that at the beginning. A few things keep in mind: 1. Previewing many of them once, will make the preview snippet not
working, you'll have to restart the settings app 2. She sometimes says it's about a Picture always when she really is on Live Photo, put the wallpaper anyway and it will work. 3. This is not a bug, but to activate the animation on your lockscreen, tap and hold on to the date &amp; when they
get it in motion. 4. While this works on the iPhone 5+5, some of the wallpapers won't fit quite like the fish wallpapers mean. 5. I did this on my jailbroken iPhone 6, which is not my daily driver. 6. Like on the 6s models, the motion effects can be used only on the lock screen. Original creator of
this guide is GeekCosmos. I take no ownership on this guide and it's just finding it out for others who are looking for a tweak tweak like this. If you feel like this is too much work, then I would say just wait for a tweak that allows both the wallpaper folder and install the wallpapers at the same
time. iOS 9 is somewhat freshly jailbroken and tweaks as this is to be expected in the near future. For any questions, troubleshooting or errors you might come across please comment down below and I will try my best to help! I have tried this 3 times now with no problem. Last editor: Oct
25, 2015 Meh. I have a 6s and didn't care for them after the first hour. At least on the official devices the feature live only works in the lock screen and you have to press it. Don't expect the home screen to be animated if this is working like the official folder. June 4, 2014 221 46 Norway Meh.
I have a 6s and didn't care for them after the first hour. At least on the official devices the feature live only works on the screen and you have to press it. Don't expect the home screen to if this works like the official folder. Some find things like this fun for a while and get bored, while others
enjoy things like this in the long run. I personally use the wallpapers to fish creatures on my iPhone 6s all the time on the lock screen. But this tweak also allows people to use the live custom wallpapers that have been submitted to Sidia recently, installing them without unlocking the folder,
making them useless. So in some ways, it has more ways to be used in general. And yes, this tweak only unlock the live wallpapers to be used for older iDevices. It won't work on your home screen, until some tweak comes around or something, if even possible. Not worth the trouble guys.
Perhaps if they were 'living' all the time spent yes. Meh. I have a 6s and didn't care for them after the first hour. At least on the official devices the feature live only works in the lock screen and you have to press it. Don't expect the home screen to be animated if this is working like the official
folder. Feels the same way. It's to stick how you have hard press just to see them animated for two seconds I wonder if 20 Second Lockscreen would extend the loop. Good for gigs, I guess. guess.
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